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IDC's Quick Take
During its sixth annual ChefConf customer event, attended by 1500 customers and partners, the Chef 
leadership team highlighted the impact that DevOps and digital transformation are having on enterprise 
infrastructure automation, configuration compliance and application release automation requirements.   
The event provided an opportunity for Chef to showcase progress being made by the open source 
InSpec and Habitat projects and to promote the value of the Chef Automate platform as the DevSecOps 
continuous automation hub for enterprise digital warriors.

Event Highlights
Chef used this event to educate its customers about the threats and opportunities associated with 
digital transformation initiatives and to showcase the role that the company’s commercial Chef 
Automate continuous automation platform can play in terms of reducing business risk and operational 
friction, while helping IT to better enable modern DevOps programs and online business efforts.  Specific 
announcements included:

 Direct Chef Automate integrations with InSpec open source content and workflows for 
configuration policy validation, patching automation, and compliance controls 

 Chef Automate availability on both the AWS and Azure Marketplaces as well as expanded 
integration with VMware vRealize 7.

 The release of InSpec-AWS, InSpec-Azure, and InSpec-vSphere open source incubation projects
that provide resources to test, interact, and audit these cloud platforms directly inside of InSpec.

 Significant new contributions to the Habitat open source application automation project 
including the availability of Habitat Scaffolding and curated, core build plans to streamline and 
simplify the way applications are packaged, built, and managed across many types of 
infrastructure including bare metal, virtual and container runtimes. 

 The launch of the hosted Habitat Builder Service to provide a unified, open, public platform for 
building, validating, sharing, and discovery of Habitat packages. It also provides an automatic 
rebuild for packages when there are changes in the package dependency graph.

 Demonstration of planned, future Chef Automate integrations with Habitat to streamline the 
deployment and configuration management of applications independent of hardware or 
infrastructure based dependencies.  

While Chef continues to monetize its technology via commercial usage of Chef Automate (including the 
recently announced AWS OpsWorks for Chef Automate), it recognizes that growing the business 
requires Chef to become an enabler of more than just infrastructure configuration automation.  The 
ChefConf agenda was designed to encourage customers to think more expansively about the impact of 
technology shifts to and role of automation across the organization’s digital business lifecycle, and to 
motivate them to consider how to execute the complex cultural changes that are so often needed to 

https://blog.chef.io/2017/05/23/habitat-build-service-builder/
https://blog.chef.io/2017/05/23/scaffolding-build-and-package-apps/
https://blog.chef.io/2017/05/23/inspec-launches-support-cloud-platform-assessments/
https://blog.chef.io/2017/05/23/chef-announcements-lighting-path/
http://www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=PRF003307
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successfully integrate development, IT operations and compliance staff, process flows, governance, and 
automation tool chains.

IDC's Point of View
During his keynote address, Chef CEO Barry Crist emphasized that the company’s mission is 
fundamentally focused on bringing “joy” to the life of IT operators by eliminating rote manual tasks and 
enabling them to have greater business impact by removing roadblocks to change and helping their 
organizations to become “digital attackers”.   The executive team keynotes reinforced the ongoing value 
of the open source community in enabling agile innovation and highlighted the need for continuous 
compliance automation to be fully integrated with infrastructure configuration and application 
portability and release automation.

In the wake of configuration-based vulnerabilities being exploited by the WannaCry Ransomware virus, 
Chef advocated for development and IT operations teams to partner with security and compliance 
groups to implement automated SecOps strategies that collectively define and enforce compliance 
policies and configurations.  The goal is to consistently inspect systems and applications, including 
downstream dependencies, and to ensure they are always fully patched and compliant with 
configuration and change control requirements.  Noting that compliance and security concerns are often 
used to slow cloud transformation programs, Chef highlighted the business benefits and end user 
experience improvements that result when compliance is automated and manual reviews and approvals 
are taken out of the workflows.   

To accelerate customer interest and to streamline the implementation of this unified DevSecOps vision, 
Chef has been working to better integrate Chef, InSpec, and Habitat technologies and to make them 
easier to consume across development, IT Operations and compliance roles.  The Chef Automate 
platform consume data generated by all three projects and provides customers with graphical reporting 
and analysis and the ability to create, test and manage complex end to end workflows.  Subscription 
pricing is based on the number of nodes managed, regardless of the range of data or scale of 
automation enabled.

Customers interviewed by IDC are just beginning to explore how to use these new capabilities and in 
many cases, are still in the early stages of moving from self-supported community software to the 
commercially supported Chef Automate platform.  At the same time, most experienced users credited 
Chef based automation with significantly improving operational productivity and many were interested 
in extending these benefits to their configuration compliance efforts.  Several large customers 
interviewed by IDC cited Chef’s Customer Success services team as being instrumental in helping them 
to break down silos and create internal automation communities.  

The Customer Success program runs workshops and provides best practices transformation support to 
large organizations that are working to transition skills, processes and governance to enable broad 
based automation strategies.  Marquee customers Capital One and SAP NS2 (a secure, SaaS-based 
division of SAP Success Factors that serves government and regulated industries) were featured during 
keynotes and discussed the business value of automation and the need to take operational friction out 
of configuration compliance processes using automation.  

As a small software company, Chef is punching above its weight when it comes to advocating for broad 
cross functional organizational and governance change.  Yet, the company rightly recognizes that to be 
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successful at scale, digital enterprises need unified end to end automation that takes friction out of 
complex infrastructure, compliance and application development lifecycle management activities.  The 
shift from an infrastructure automation focus to a broader DevSecOps vision opens new opportunities 
for Chef to reach out to a wider addressable market and customer base but will likely require the 
company to market to a broader range of personas.  The release of Chef Automate and InSpec 
integrations are timely.
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